
I. Complete entire form for each artifact 

Name:

Item Description:

Flaws:

Personalization (i.e. To: Nicole):

Additional Inscriptions/Mission (limit 10 words/fees apply):

Placement (additionally indicate on artifact w/ post-it if possible):

Pen Choice (we will try to accommodate, if unusual pen, please include): 

Item Fee

A
Base Signature Fee for items: artifacts, photos, posters, covers, artwork, books, betas, baseballs, bats, 
models, globes, maps, NASA manuals:  $125 $

B Additional Inscriptions/Mission:  $5 per word  $

C Crew completion (in addition to base signature fee): $100  $

D Certificate of Authenticity, with photo of Haise signing item: $25  $

E
Domestic USPS Priority Shipping & Handling Charges, $10-envelopes; $20-boxes up to 15 lbs 
(multiple items shipped to same address may be combined)  $

F International USPS Priority Shipping & Handling Charges, $30-envelopes/$50-boxes up to 10 lbs  $

G FedEx Shipping & Handling (ASF to assess)  $

H Additional Shipping Charges for overweight or oversize items (ASF to assess)  $

I Insurance (optional, but strongly recommended), $10 for up to $700 coverage-DOMESTIC ONLY  $

TOTAL  $

Fred Haise Private Signing Item Description Form
Hosted by the Astronaut Scholarship Foundation (ASF)

*Artifact Arrival Deadline: July 27, 2012*

Complete this form on the computer, print, and include with artifacts.
An Order Form must also accompany package.

______ of ______  Item Description Forms

II. Indicate fees which apply:

Prices are in U.S. Dollars
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